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Executive summary
Balancing the requirements of mission-critical applications on a hardware infrastructure presents numerous challenges and requires significant
upfront planning to ensure acceptable performance, uptime, and resources to meet the required Service Level Agreement (SLA). This white
paper describes performance and deployment considerations for implementing Microsoft® SharePoint 2016 FP1, on an HPE ProLiant DL380
Gen10 server platform. This document presents a virtualized design for implementing and integrating Microsoft® SharePoint Server 2016
Feature Pack 1 (FP1) with Microsoft SQL Server 2016 on a dual HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server virtualized platform with HPE StoreVirtual
3200 as cluster shared storage. The highly-available design leverages multiple redundant components and incorporates Hewlett Packard
Enterprise and Microsoft best practices for SharePoint Server 2016.
HPE ProLiant Gen10 servers provide new experiences in compute and IT agility for businesses. Based on the Intel® Xeon® Processor Scalable
Family, Gen10 servers help businesses adapt according to rapidly changing application workload requirements. With technologies as “Silicon
Root of Trust”, HPE Secure Compute Lifecycle, and ILO 5. HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers provide unique security innovations in firmware
protection, malware detection, and firmware recovery.
HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers create remarkable new value for business solutions of all sizes using technologies as such as Intelligent
System Tuning and HPE Scalable Persistent Memory. This paper also describes the performance and benefits of HPE StoreVirtual 3200 used as
shared storage hosting virtual disks for the SharePoint Server 2016 and SQL virtual machines (VMs).
HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage is designed to provide small and midsize businesses (SMB) an entry-level storage platform with advanced
storage features that were historically out-of-reach for SMB customers. It is a dual, active-active controller entry-level storage system based on
the HPE StoreVirtual software, which is also used in the HPE StoreVirtual 4000 and HPE StoreVirtual VSA. The major difference is in the low
starting price, achieved by using ARM processors and packaged as a dual controller system in 2U form factor.
The tested configuration provides a virtualization environment on the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server platform that allows you to explore
the performance of server roles as defined by the Microsoft MinRole definitions - introduced in SharePoint Server 2016 and enhanced in
SharePoint Server 2016 FP1. Results gathered indicate that the shared MinRoles added in Feature Pack 1 fulfill the intended goals of providing
easier deployment models using optimized server shared roles that are able to deliver increased performance in a mid-market solution. Lab
testing demonstrated that performance improvements (improved response times and overall requests per second (RPS) throughput) are seen
when using the shared MinRole server roles, as compared to deploying traditional or “Custom” role servers. The results also demonstrate
improvement in performance of more than 10% (increase in RPS value when CPU utilization is 80%) on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server
platform as compared to HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen9 server platform 1.
Performance improvement varies for customers depending on their workload mix. Results suggest that the largest improvements will be seen
post deploying Front-end with Distributed Cache and Application with Search MinRole servers on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Server platform,
as these functions are highly used by the majority of customers.
A practical high availability (HA) solution design suitable for mid-market deployments is also presented in this paper as an example of how an
optimized HA topology leveraging MinRole can be designed and deployed.
Target audience: The target audience for this Reference Architecture white paper is small to medium sized customers who intend to deploy
Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016 FP1, and those who are considering the use of VMware® virtualization technology. Points of interest are the
ease-of-use features and potential performance improvements by leveraging SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 MinRole capabilities.
Document purpose: This Reference Architecture white paper provides a description of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016 Feature Pack 1
MinRole deployment running on dual HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers and HPE StoreVirtual 3200 shared storage. It provides discussion on
the purpose of dedicated and shared role servers and related Central Administration procedures. The test results illustrate the performance
improvements possible by deploying MinRole servers. Testing was performed on a Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016 Feature Pack 1
configuration with VMware vSphere 6.0 at mid-market solution scale, with allowance in the design for future solution growth.

1

Refer to the performance data for the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen9 server platform at http://h20195.www2.hpe.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=a00003729enw.
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Solution overview
This Reference Architecture demonstrates a mid-market solution design providing a highly-available virtualized environment using HPE ProLiant
DL380 Gen10 servers and HPE StoreVirtual 3200 shared storage. The solution also leverages the Microsoft SharePoint 2016 SP1 shared
MinRoles as virtual machines (VMs), compared to the “Custom” role that is similar to SharePoint Server 2013 and earlier role definitions. The
SharePoint 2016 FP1 shared MinRoles are as follows:
• Front-end with Distributed Cache
• Application with Search
This document also discusses the concepts behind MinRole, the Central Administration processes used to deploy the roles, ease of use and the
resulting performance improvements seen in the Hewlett Packard Enterprise labs, leveraging our traditional UCC test workloads.
The solution describes the performance improvement in SharePoint 2016 with the said workload as compared to HPE ProLiant Gen9 servers. It
also details some of the key features HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 supports which were validated for Non-uniform Memory Access (NUMA)
group size optimization in the test environment.
Refer to: https://www.techopedia.com/definition/4617/non-uniform-memory-access-numa for additional details.
In SharePoint, the workload is defined by the mix of functions that users will execute and by the required throughput. Throughput defines the
function frequency and intensity and is commonly defined in “requests per second” (RPS). The combination of functions and their RPS drives the
solution resource capacities required in terms of server CPU, memory, storage performance and capacity, and network traffic for the application
services that will be deployed on each server in the solution, defined by the server role. SharePoint is ideally suited to scale-out deployment
strategies using multiple virtual machines (VMs), where each VM can be defined by its service-specific resource needs (scale-up). Specific
services can be moved off traditional (now referred to as custom) servers and onto dedicated servers to provide the required service capacities.
MinRole
The concept of “MinRole” in SharePoint Server 2016 reinforces the separation of services onto specific role servers (or VMs) to provide
enhanced performance. The reader is encouraged to read the Overview of MinRole Server Roles in SharePoint Server 2016 Microsoft TechNet
article, regarding SharePoint Server 2016 MinRole and its enhancements in SharePoint Server 2016 FP1, for more details. Previous performance
testing performed by Hewlett Packard Enterprise using SharePoint Server 2016 dedicated MinRole servers can be found in the paper HPE
Reference Architecture for optimizing Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016 topology and performance using MinRole and HPE technologies. IT
policies supporting business imperatives may further define the configuration – a typical requirement being for a highly-available solution.
The solution tested in the Hewlett Packard Enterprise labs initially comprised a 2-node virtualized SQL Server AlwaysOn configuration with
database replicas residing on VMware datastores, created out of volumes from HPE StoreVirtual 3200 shared storage; and a single SharePoint
VM initiating the farm and configured as a “Custom” role and thus providing all services including Central Administration. The various web
applications and site collections comprising the standard Hewlett Packard Enterprise testbed were created and populated with appropriate
content. Tests were then run on the single Custom role configuration to establish a performance baseline. The new SharePoint Server 2016 FP1
shared MinRole VMs were then successively added and tested. This allowed observation of the automated SharePoint role and services
management and differences in performance when employing the MinRole VMs. A second MinRole VM and Custom role VM were also deployed
to provide a High Available MinRole environment using redundant role VMs. Results, discussed in detail later, indicate that shared MinRoles fulfill
the intended goals of providing a much easier deployment model and process for the solution designer and administrator, and also enabling
optimized server roles that are able to provide increased performance compared to previous SharePoint versions. Although Microsoft has
documented the operation of MinRole in detail in the TechNet article mentioned above, Hewlett Packard Enterprise believes this Reference
Architecture provides the first quantified performance results and analysis of shared MinRoles available from a solution vendor.
High Availability (HA)
High availability (HA) can be defined as the solution having no single point of failure that would prevent users from accessing the solution
services at any point in time. Providing HA in a physical server solution involves multiple servers of each role type. For SharePoint, this translates
to two SQL Server 2016 servers in an AlwaysOn configuration, a minimum of two SharePoint Front-end servers and a minimum of two servers
supporting the Search and Application server roles. In a physical server solution, this can easily result in a 6+ server deployment (11+ servers if
full SharePoint Server 2016 MinRoles are adhered to) and the likely under-utilization of some of the server resources. High availability can be
provided by an appropriate combination of infrastructure technologies and by leveraging the HA design principles of SharePoint and SQL Server.
Virtualization can therefore provide a more cost-effective solution with more efficient use of resources and easier management.
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Additional Roles
With SharePoint Server 2016 FP1, Microsoft introduced the concept of Shared Roles by combing dedicated roles together as “Front-end with
Distributed Cache” role and “Application with Search” role. This reduces the number of servers required to deploy a SharePoint Server 2016
MinRole server environment. However under-utilization of physical server resources remains a concern. An increasing number of SharePoint
deployments are now leveraging a virtualized environment with the various role services being deployed on specifically configured virtual
machines (VMs). This approach has a number of advantages. By virtualizing SQL Server and SharePoint you can deploy fewer HPE ProLiant
virtualization host servers to handle all the tasks previously supported by multiple physical servers. This in turn reduces the costs around day-today operations (power, cooling, physical management, etc.). A further advantage is that each VM can be configured to specify the resources
required by the services running on that VM. Further, as workloads, user behavior and business needs change over time, the VM resources can
be fine-tuned as part of a proactive capacity planning activity that ensures capacity and performance can meet ongoing demands. Additional
VMs can also be created to support changes in service needs, or to quickly deploy temporary requirements such as a development or test server
farm. High availability can be provided by an appropriate combination of infrastructure technologies and by leveraging the HA design principles
of SharePoint and SQL Server. Virtualization can therefore provide a more cost-effective solution with more efficient use of resources and easier
management.

Solution components
The collaboration solution presented herein is comprised of the SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 and SQL Server 2016 applications running on a
Windows Server® 2016 guest OS, on multiple VMware vSphere 6.5 hypervisor hosts on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers. The following
sections summarize the key features of these components.

HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server
The HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server is designed to address the needs of large enterprises to remote office/branch office environments. With
HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10, it delivers the best performance and expandability in the HPE 2-processor (2P) rack portfolio. Reliability,
serviceability, and near-continuous availability, backed by a comprehensive warranty, make it ideal for any environment.
The HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server has an adaptable chassis and a new modular drive bay with configuration options up to 30SFF, up to 19
LFF, up to 20 NVMe drive options. HPE Persistent Memory, delivers unprecedented levels of performance and data resiliency for databases and
analytic workloads. The redesigned HPE Smart Array Controllers allows the flexibility to choose the optimal 12 Gb/s controller for both the media
and boot data, with the embedded SATA HPE Dynamic Smart Array S100i Controller.
Key Features:
• Compute: Supports industry standard Intel Xeon Gold 6132 processors, scalable up to 28 cores.
• Memory: Leverages up to (24) HPE Smart Memory DDR4 (6 channels per CPU) up to 2666MT/s (3.0 TB max3) and Persistent Memory up
to 1TB.
• Power & Cooling: Has redundant HPE Flexible Slot power supplies. Up to 96% efficient (Titanium) with Flexible Slot PS.
• HPE Smart Storage Battery: Provisions optional HPE Smart Storage Battery.
• Storage: Supports up to 24+6SFF / 12+4+3 LFF+2 SFF max, HDD/SSD, 20 NVMe PCIe SSD and m.2 enablement.
• Smart Array: Standard HPE Dynamic Smart Array S100i, Choice of HPE Flexible Smart Array with Mixed Mode.
• Chassis Intrusion detection connector: Availability of optional chassis intrusion detection port.
• PCI-Express Slots: Up to 8 available slot(s) for NICs, HPE Smart Array Controllers, etc. + m.2 support on riser.
• iLO5: The HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 can be managed and monitored with HPE iLO5 which offers standard security features and digitally
signed firmware.
Additional new features:
• Security through firmware and optional chassis intrusion options
• HPE performance leadership with Persistent Memory
• HPE innovation with Intelligent System Tuning
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• Modular chassis with greater drive capacity and flexibility
• Supports Intel Xeon Processor Scalable Family

Figure 1. HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server (front facing)

Figure 2. HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server (rear view)

Product Description
• HPE 96W Smart Storage battery 145mm Cbl
• HPE 900GB 12G SAS 15K SFF SC DS HDD
• HPE 32GB 2Rx4 PC4-2666V-R Smart Kit
• HPE Ethernet 10/25 GB 2P 640FLR-SFF28 Adapter
• HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 6132 Xenon-G Kit / Xenon-G FIO Kit
• HPE Smart Array P408i-a SR Gen10 Controller
NUMA Settings
HPE ProLiant DL380 server delivers the latest in security, performance and expandability. Workload Profiles are a configuration option to deploy
BIOS settings based on the workload customer intends to run on the server. Amongst various workload profile and performance options the
document describes, choose the suitable option for measuring the desired metrics. Details of the test is listed in the test results and analysis
section of this document.

Note
Details of NUMA settings is detailed in the document https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=a00016408en_us.
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HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage
The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 is a next generation, flexible shared storage system that provides advanced storage data services, such as
snapshots, thin provisioning, and replication, at an unprecedented price point. It is a new breed of the HPE StoreVirtual array that gives you the
flexibility to consolidate workloads, add flash when you are ready, and scale to meet future demands as business grows.
The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 is a dual, active-active controller entry-level storage system based on the StoreVirtual software also used in the
StoreVirtual 4000 and StoreVirtual VSA. The major difference is in the low starting price, achieved by using ARM processors and packaged as a
dual controller system in 2U rather than a scale-out storage with single nodes as with the 4000 series. Multi-dimensional scaling capabilities with
scale-up, scale-out and scale-across are possible. For details about multi-dimensional scaling, refer to the Chalk Talk, HPE StoreVirtual 3200 Gets
Scale-out.
HPE StoreVirtual can be thought of as a family of storage systems created by integrated software named StoreVirtual OS software running on
HPE hardware platforms with disk or solid state storage attached. The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 uses ARM processors while other StoreVirtual
products use x86 hardware. A version of the StoreVirtual system called the Virtual Storage Appliance (VSA) is offered that connects existing
customer storage to provide the same functionality while protecting the customer hardware investment.
The key features are as follows:
• Rack mount 2U form factor with dual storage controller
• 25 SFF drive bays or 12 LFF drive bays. Multiple 12Gb SAS drive options:
– SFF/LFF SSDs
– 15K/10K RPM (SAS) SFF HDDs
– 7.2K (MDL) RPM SFF HDDs and 7.2K (MDL) RPM LFF HDDs
• Ability to select Network RAID 0 or RAID 10 to meet variety of application needs
• Supports for the following front-end host connectivity:
– 1GbE iSCSI (4 or 8 RJ45 ports)
– 10GbE iSCSI (4 SFP+ ports)
– 10GBase-T iSCSI (4 RJ45 ports)
– 8/16Gb FC (4 SFP+ ports, speed determined by SFP+ module utilize)
• Hardware Availability features
– Hot-pluggable drives
– Hot spare drives
– Hot-pluggable and redundant power supplies and fan modules
– Cache backed by NVDIMM and battery backup
• HPE StoreVirtual Operating System supports features such as Thin Provisioning, Space Reclamation, Application Aware Snapshots, Remote
Support utilizing StoreFront Remote, etc.
• HPE StoreVirtual 3000 File Controller option to support file data
• Easily manage your storage with web-based management interface
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Customers can get more details about HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage in the product QuickSpecs

Figure 3. HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage (front facing; no bezel)

Figure 4. HPE StoreVirtual 3200 4x10GbE iSCSI SFF storage (rear view)

VMware vSphere clusters
Each HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server in the tested solution is running VMware ESXi 6.0 U1. The VMware vSphere cluster is formed with two
HPE ProLiantDL380 Gen 10 servers. This provides highly available host servers for virtual machines (VMs), as VMs running on a specific server
in the cluster can be manually or automatically migrated via vMotion to a different host server in the cluster if needed. VM Migration may be due
to a deliberate server shutdown to perform updates or maintenance, or an unplanned server shutdown. The vSphere clusters and vMotion form a
part of the infrastructure-provided high availability (HA) capabilities.
Reserve capacity can also be allocated by using VMware “Admission Control” to define a specific number of Virtual CPU (vCPU) cores to be held
in reserve such that VM hosts are not over-committed in the event of needing to migrate VMs.

Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016 components
The components used to deploy the single-site SharePoint Server 2016 farm in this RA comprise the following products and versions:
• Database server:
– Microsoft SQL Server 2016 SP1 (v13.0.4001.0 as tested). Note that SQL Server 2012 or later is required to deploy AlwaysOn, as described
in this document
– Windows Server 2016 Standard
• SharePoint Server 2016 server:
– Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016 FP1
– Windows Server 2016 Standard
The SharePoint Server 2016 farm databases were stored on a SQL Server 2016 AlwaysOn highly-available two-node configuration using two
replicas stored in VMware datastores for each node. This ensures both the availability of the SQL service and also ensures the databases will be
available from at least one source (replica) should an issue occur. All VMs were using Windows Server 2016 as the guest OS.
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Design principles
The following sections describe the various component features and how they were leveraged to demonstrate a solution utilizing SharePoint
Server 2016 FP1 MinRole capability. Details are also provided regarding typical HA and redundancy features to meet mid-market requirements.
The sections summarize the key principles behind the overall solution design.

SharePoint Server 2016 MinRole
SharePoint Server 2016 introduced the concept of MinRole where each SharePoint Server 2016 server in the farm can be configured as a
specific optimized role in the environment, with the role prescriptively defining the services run on the server. This results in simplified
deployments assisting the SharePoint Server 2016 farm administrator to design the SharePoint Server 2016 environment as per required
functionality, with SharePoint automatically provisioning and starting the required services for the role. Automated compliance monitoring
ensures that all roles are configured correctly and can therefore provide the intended performance and optimized operation.
SharePoint Server 2016 Feature Pack 1 enhances the concept of MinRole for smaller farm topologies. Microsoft has introduced the concept of
Shared Roles by combining dedicated roles together. Two new server roles were introduced as
– Front-end with Distributed Cache
– Application with Search
There are eight possible dedicated or shared MinRole server roles available as defined in Table 1.

Note
Single-server farms are usually only deployed for development, test and QA purposes, and are not discussed in this paper.
Table 1. SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 MinRole definitions
Server role

Description

Dedicated roles
Front-end

Service applications, services, and components that serve user requests belong on Front-end web servers. These servers are
optimized for low latency

Application

Service applications, services, and components that serve backend requests (such as background jobs or search crawl requests)
belong on Application servers. These servers are optimized for high throughput

Distributed Cache

Service applications, services, and components that are required for a distributed cache belong on Distributed Cache servers

Search

Service applications, services, and components that are required for searching belong on Search servers

Custom

Custom service applications, services, and components that do not integrate with MinRole belong on Custom servers. The farm
administrator has full control over which service instances can run on servers assigned to the Custom role. MinRole does not
control which service instances are provisioned on this role

Single-server farm

Service applications, services, and components required for a single machine farm belong on a Single-server farm. A Singleserver farm is meant for development, testing, and very limited production use. A SharePoint farm with the Single-server farm
role cannot have more than one SharePoint server in the farm

Shared roles
Front-End With
Distributed Cache

Shared role that combines the Front-end and Distributed Cache roles on the same server

Application with Search

Shared role that combines the Application and Search roles on the same server

The intended server role can be defined while creating a new farm or adding a server to an existing SharePoint Server 2016 server farm using
any one of the following three deployment options:
• SharePoint Server 2016 Feature Pack 1 Products Configuration Wizard (PSConfigUI.exe)
• PSConfig.exe command line tool
• Windows PowerShell cmdlets
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Figure 5 shows the role selection using the SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 Products Configuration Wizard. Note that the farm should be initially
created using the Custom role, as that will allow any and all services to be initially provisioned and started without MinRole restrictions.

Figure 5. SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 Configuration Wizard showing server roles

Figure 6 shows example roles as displayed by the “Manage Servers in this farm” administration display.

Note
The columns named “Role” and “Compliant”, the latter of which applies to MinRole roles and indicates the role services running are in compliance
with the role definition.
When the farm was initially created only the SV-DL-CUS1 (Custom role) server was present, and was running all required services. As successive
MinRole servers were added in turn (Front-end with Distributed Cache, then Application with Search) appropriate services were automatically
started on the new servers and related services were likewise automatically stopped on the Custom server.
In the final deployed farm topology shown in Figure 6, the Custom server is only running Central Administration, Mail services, the Timer Job
Queue and the Administration component of the Search service. All the key services are running on an appropriate MinRole server, per the role
definition, to provide improved performance and optimization.

Note
“SV-DL-Listener” is the cluster name of the SQL AlwaysOn Availability Group (AG) listener. SharePoint will automatically communicate with the
primary SQL Server in the AlwaysOn AG.
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A SharePoint Server 2016 environment built upon dedicated MinRole topology requires at least four servers for the key roles: Front-end, Search,
Application and Distributed Cache, with a minimum of two of each role server required for HA redundancy purposes. SharePoint Server 2016
FP1 reduces this requirement for small farm HA deployment with two servers each for ‘Front-end with Distributed Cache’ and ‘Application with
Search’. If we also consider the 2-node SQL AlwaysOn cluster, a fully deployed HA MinRole topology would therefore require at least 10 servers
or VMs for SharePoint Server 2016; whereas only six servers are required for VMs for SharePoint Server 2016 FP1.
Microsoft recommends MinRole topologies depending on the specific farm purpose, as defined in Table 2.
Table 2. Recommended MinRole topologies
Server role

Required for content farm?

Required for shared services farm?

Required for search farm?

Front-end

Yes

No

No

Application

Yes

Yes

No

Distributed Cache

Yes

Yes

No

Search

Yes, if hosting Search

Yes, if hosting Search

Yes

Custom

Optional

Optional

Optional

A new Health Analyzer rule called the “Server role configuration isn’t correct” rule has been added in SharePoint Server 2016 which monitors all
the service instances running on the servers in the farm, to ensure the MinRole servers are compliant with their role definitions. This health rule
runs at midnight every 24 hours and can automatically reconfigure any non-complaint servers using the automatic repair functionality of the
health rule. The automatic repair functionality can be disabled and a health report in Central Administration will provide a detailed report for the
administrator to take manual corrective action if needed. The heath rule does not scan the “Custom” server role, thus this role is similar to
SharePoint 2013 and earlier roles whereby any service can be run as needed.

High availability requirements
HA can be defined as the elimination of a single point of failure, generally accomplished by the appropriate rapid recovery from failure of a
component, and the provisioning of multiple redundant components, where required, to prevent loss of service. HA can be designed into both
the underlying hardware infrastructure (compute/memory, storage, networks) and into the configuration of the applications (multiple database
servers/replicas and multiple redundant load-balanced services). For example, part of the solution design involved determining the specific VM
locations on the hosts so that the types of resources used were balanced across the clusters and cluster hosts. This resulted in balancing of CPU,
memory, and storage access all while taking into account failure domains to ensure that no single point of failure was introduced into the
solution.

SQL Server AlwaysOn HA features
SQL Server AlwaysOn Availability Groups provide a highly-available solution that both ensures service availability and protects the integrity and
availability of the stored data by leveraging multiple replicas stored on separate storage. It is intended to replace the previously popular
“mirroring” capability that has now been deprecated in favor of this new technology.
The feature provides the SQL Availability Group capability, not dissimilar in concept to that used by Microsoft Exchange Database Availability
Groups (DAGs). It is based on a two-node SQL Server deployment where the servers (VMs in this case) reside in a Windows® 2016 Failover
Cluster; however, the storage for the two nodes is not shared but rather deliberately separate, enabling the SQL Availability Group to provide two
replicas, one each on the Primary and Secondary SQL nodes. The Primary node is in communication with SharePoint and performs the
database/file operations as needed and the Secondary node replicates the operations to ensure both replicas are in constant total sync.
SharePoint can leverage this technology directly. In our example configuration of the data stores for each replica were located on separate virtual
volumes comprising disks housed in the HPE StoreVirtual 3200.
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SharePoint HA features
Figure 7 shows an example of a highly available SharePoint farm configuration leveraging at least two of each SharePoint MinRole server and
SQL servers. It provides a separation of various SharePoint service roles onto separate VMs, thus maximizing efficiency and allowing for precise
VM tuning matching each role. A single vSphere host cluster is also used to define a reasonably sized failure domain for the farm VMs, and to
provide role redundancy across the two physical host servers. The design also leverages the built-in SharePoint Application Role Balancing
Service to apportion the service load across multiple role VMs. This design, with deliberate over-sizing, also handles the unlikely event of a VM
failure whereby the surviving VMs can handle the total load; or the deliberate event of taking down a VM or host for periodic maintenance while
continuing to provide the service to users.

Figure 7. SharePoint/SQL MinRole VM design

The easiest way to develop a practical SharePoint configuration is to use the HPE Sizer for Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016.
HPE Sizer for Microsoft SharePoint 2016
The HPE Sizer for Microsoft SharePoint 2016 enables you to determine the most appropriate deployment of HPE servers and storage to suit
your virtualized or physical SharePoint 2016 solution requirements, based on best-practice configurations developed jointly by Hewlett Packard
Enterprise and Microsoft. The interview portion of this sizer will prompt for Workload information comprising the definitions of users, usage and
activity; Application Services information relating to the SharePoint 2016 role servers (MinRoles) that will be utilized; the Deployment
preferences that speak to the technical requirements, such as high availability and virtualization, that support the business needs; and the
Content Storage information describing the Team sites, MySites and Enterprise content. These are all intended to be information that a potential
customer should be able to express to a reasonable degree of accuracy, without further detailed needs analysis. The sizer uses this data to
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determine the appropriate multi-server virtualized or physical best-practice configuration, the specific number and type of HPE servers that will
best meet the customer's needs, and detailed memory, storage (server internal, DAS, virtualized storage, shared DAS or SAN) and network
requirements. The tool can also allow for future growth needs and/or required reserve capacity, and when appropriate will propose specific
hardware choices that will facilitate easier implementation of high-availability options, upgrading and growth in the future.
The sizer will solicit information about the users, their activity, MinRoles planned to be used, storage requirements and deployment preferences.
The interview screens that follow will gather this information. Example or default values are always provided. The user may also customize the
recommended solution to achieve exactly the configuration and components desired.
Results are presented in summary form while fine-tuning the solution and exploring options, and when finished as highly detailed configuration
design information, BOMs, pricing, etc. Output can be copied to the Windows Clipboard, opened in Microsoft Word or emailed as needed. An
automated “Smart Update” process running in the Windows Systray will ensure you have the latest sizer updates as these are released over time
to provide support for new HPE technologies and enhanced sizer functionality.
Refer to the Resources and additional links section for sizer kit download information.

Best practices and configuration guidance
There are a number of configuration options when deploying SharePoint onto a virtualized solution using HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers.
This section highlights the best practices used as part of the lab deployment with regard to configuring the host servers, HPE StoreVirtual 3200
storage, VMware datastores, and virtual machines (VMs). Examples, commentary, and configuration guidance are provided and speak to many
practical aspects of employing the design principles discussed previously.

Server power mode
The default power mode for the HPE ProLiant servers as delivered from the factory is HPE Dynamic Power Savings Mode. The recommendation
is to set the server BIOS to allow the operating system to manage power (OS Control Mode). Since these servers will be hosting various virtual
machines including the potentially high CPU workload of some roles, the power mode was changed, to OS Control Mode.

Note
Changing the server power mode from the default HPE Dynamic Power Savings Mode to OS Control Mode has a significant benefit in
performance and should not be overlooked unless the end user validates that the power savings profile can sustain the production workload.

Configuring HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage
Configuration of the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 is performed through the StoreVirtual 3200 Management Console, which is a browser based
interface for configuring, monitoring and managing the storage system.
There are several steps required to configure the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage in order to create storage volumes and ultimately present them
to the desired HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 host server cluster. Key steps are:
• Configuring storage controllers – this includes configuring IP addresses on the 10GbE iSCSI interfaces as well on the Management Port
(MGMT) port
• Configuring RAID
• Configuring Management Groups, Storage Pools, and Storage Pool Virtual IP addresses
• Configuring servers and server clusters
• Configuring HPE StoreVirtual 3200 volumes
• Exporting volumes to VMware vSphere virtualization host servers or server clusters
The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 Management Console presents views of the key steps needed to configure the storage, as shown in the following
sections.
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Configuring storage controllers
The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 consists of dual active/active controllers with host connectivity through 2 x 10GbE iSCSI interfaces on each
controller. Each 10GbE iSCSI host interface is configured with an IP address for iSCSI connectivity with the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 cluster.
Network Interface Bonding, comprising of 2 x 10GbE iSCSI interfaces, can be created to provide high availability, fault tolerance, load balancing
and/or bandwidth aggregation. Figure 8 shows the storage controllers view through HPE StoreVirtual 3200 Management Console.

Figure 8. Storage controller configuration
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Configuring RAID
HPE StoreVirtual 3200 provides two types of RAID protection: Network RAID and Disk RAID.
Network RAID
Network RAID provides data protection using either synchronous data replication, mirroring, or parity protection. Network RAID is defined at the
storage volume level. HPE StoreVirtual 3200 provides two types of Network RAID protection. Network RAID 0 (none) as shown in Figure 9 and
Network RAID 10 (mirror-stripe). Network RAID 0 is the default for newly created volumes. Network RAID was not used during testing.

Figure 9. Network RAID

Disk RAID
Disk RAID is defined inside a storage system at a hardware level. The StoreVirtual 3200 automatically suggests a recommended Disk RAID
configuration based on the number and types of disks discovered in the system. Options are also provided to choose a different RAID
configuration other than the recommended one and the system will provide a recommendation for the other available valid RAID types for the
number and types of disks discovered. Figure 10 shows the test configuration with RAID 5 in use.

Figure 10. Disk RAID
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Configuring Management Groups and Storage Pools
The available physical storage is virtualized within a Management Group through the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 Management Console. Figure 11
shows details about the Management Groups.

Figure 11. Management Groups

HPE StoreVirtual 3200 Storage Pools are a group of storage systems created inside a Management Group. The Storage Pool defines the amount
of usable space from which HPE SV3200 volumes can be created. Each Storage Pool is defined through a Virtual IP address which is the iSCSI
target for the host servers and the server cluster. A sample Storage Pool is represented in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Storage Pools
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Configuring servers and server clusters
Servers access the volumes as configured on HPE StoreVirtual 3200 through iSCSI or Fiber Channel connectivity. Each server that needs to
access the StoreVirtual volumes must be configured. A group of servers can form a server cluster to access the StoreVirtual volumes. Figure 13
shows the server cluster and Figure 14 shows individual server definitions.

Figure 13. Configuring the cluster

Figure 14. Configuring a server
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Configuring HPE StoreVirtual 3200 volumes
A volume is a logical entity that is made up of storage on one or more storage systems. Servers can use HPE StoreVirtual 3200 volumes as raw
data storage or they can be formatted with a file system. Two types of volumes can be created for use in the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 are:
• Primary volumes : that are volumes used for data storage
• Remote volumes: that are used as targets for HPE Remote Copy for a variety of uses, such as business continuance, disaster recovery, as well
as data migration and data analysis
The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 volumes are presented to the VMware vSphere servers through the iSCSI connections. VMware datastores are
created on the volumes for data storage as done in the test lab environment.
HPE StoreVirtual 3200 volumes can be created either fully provisioned or thinly provisioned. Thinly provisioned volumes reserve less space on
the storage pool than is presented to VMware vSphere virtualization host servers. Fully Provisioned volumes reserve the same amount of space
on the Storage Pools as is presented to VMware vSphere virtualization host servers. Each volume created for the SharePoint Server 2016 FP1
lab testing environment is Fully Provisioned so that SharePoint Server will not fail a write when the Storage Pool is over provisioned. Figure 15
shows the creation of volumes.

Figure 15. Creating an HPE StoreVirtual 3200 volume
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Export volumes to VMware vSphere virtualization host servers or server cluster
Once the volumes are created they can be mapped to the servers or the server cluster so that the servers or server cluster can access the shared
storage of the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 SAN. Servers or server clusters can be assigned the Read or Read/Write Permission over the volume.
Figure 16 shows an example for volumes being exported to the VMware vSphere host server cluster in the lab test environment.

Figure 16. Exporting volumes

SharePoint VMs
All SharePoint MinRole VMs were configured identically to ensure that any performance differences observed could be correctly attributed to
role differences alone, and not to any differences in configuration. The three key VM definition settings are the vCPU count, vRAM quantity and
relevant virtual disk definitions. The term vCPUs refers to the number of “cores” allocated to the VM from the host server core pool. Likewise
vRAM represents the memory allocated to the VM from the host server memory pool. These virtual resources are what is seen by the guest OS.
In a real-world deployment the Role VMs would be configured as needed to support the specific customer workload, and differences in vCPU
count and vRAM might be appropriate. Virtualization enables making these resource changes very easy.
Table 3. SharePoint and SQL Server virtual machine specifications
VM names

VM role

vRAM (GB)

System disk (GB)

Data disk 1

Data disk 2

SV-DL-CUS1

SharePoint Custom 1

16

120

200 GB I:

N/A

SV-DL-CUS2

SharePoint Custom 2

16

120

200 GB I:

N/A

SV-DL-FE1

SharePoint Front-end with Distributed Cache 1

16

120

200 GB I:

N/A

SV-DL-FE2

SharePoint Front-end with Distributed Cache 2

16

120

200 GB I:

N/A

SV-DL-SCH1

SharePoint Application with Search 1

16

120

200 GB I:

N/A

SV-DL-SCH2

SharePoint Application with Search 2

16

120

200 GB I:

N/A
500 GB L:
(SQL Logs)
500 GB L:
(SQL Logs)

SV-DL-SQL1

SQL Server 1

32

120

1 TB M:
(SQL data)

SV-DL-SQL2

SQL Server 2

32

120

1 TB M:
(SQL data)
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SharePoint MinRole
Best practices regarding services deployment onto dedicated role servers are still valid with SharePoint Server 2016 as with previous product
versions. The difference is that in previous versions knowledge and experience were used to decide which services should be deployed onto
which servers, and which should be kept separate. The quantity of each server was then determined to provide sufficient capacity and resources
for the specific services; with the web Front-end servers requiring the majority of resources, usually followed by Search and other Application
services. Tools such as the HPE Sizer for SharePoint 2013, and earlier versions, enabled sizing and designing those topologies.
With the advent of MinRole in SharePoint Server 2016 and enhancements made in SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 a lot of the decision and
deployment design work has been obviated, as has the need for the SharePoint Administrator to manually provision and start (or stop) specific
services on the various servers they were managing. It is highly recommended to use a sizing tool to determine the number and type of role
servers. The HPE Sizer for SharePoint Server 2016 incorporates sizing logic and algorithms to provide that information based on a workload
description, intended roles to be deployed and requirements around deployment options. The administrator can then simply create the initial
farm leveraging a Custom role server or VM, such that all required services, including Central Administration, are running. Additional servers or
VMs can then be created with the compute, storage and network resources as appropriate to the required MinRole, the SharePoint binaries
installed, and then the SharePoint Configuration Wizard run to add the server to the farm as a defined MinRole server. As was discovered during
our lab testing, adding MinRole VMs causes the new role’s services to be fully provisioned and started automatically without further administrator
manual activity. Further, related services that were running on the original Custom server are in most cases automatically stopped thus
completing the transition of services to the new MinRole server.
In some cases, such as when deploying a new Search MinRole server, the Search services remain running on the original server as the
components will first need to be created on the new MinRole Search server and then removed from the old server as part of editing the overall
Search topology. All such Search topology changes are performed using SharePoint PowerShell cmdlets. The general process to make changes
to the topology is:
• Make a clone of the current topology
• Make edits, additions or removals from the clone in careful steps
• Make the clone the new current topology
• Observe the topology and verify all is well via cmdlets, or the display, such as shown in Figure 17.
Appendix C provides an example PowerShell script that was used to setup test bed, deploying the Search components onto two new Search
MinRole servers, and also deploying Index replicas thus providing a fully HA Search service.
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Figure 17 illustrates the final state of the Search topology with only the Search Admin component still running on the original SV-DL-CUS1
server, and all other components and the Search Index replica partitions are now located on dedicated Search MinRole servers SV-DL-SCH1 and
SV-DL-SCH2.

Figure 17. SharePoint Search service topology

SQL Server AlwaysOn
The following sequence of steps is required to deploy SQL Server 2016 AlwaysOn Availability Groups:
1. Create a two-node Windows Server 2016 Failover Cluster using a file share witness for quorum.
2. Install SQL Server 2016 on each cluster node.
3. Enable SQL Server 2016 AlwaysOn Availability Group features.
4. Create and configure the Availability Group.
5. Add the SharePoint Server 2016 databases to the Availability Group, as part of the SharePoint Server 2016 installation, configuration and

sites creation.
The Windows Server Failover Clustering (WSFC) two-node cluster is created using the VMs previously created for SQL Server. Each of the cluster
nodes are part of the same Active Directory domain that represents the customer’s data center as part of the lab test environment. A File Share is
created on another server which is part of the same Active Directory domain (it can be on any other server in the customer’s data center
excluding the servers used to create the cluster).
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The following are the key steps for enabling AlwaysOn availability groups:
1. On the Primary replica server, launch SQL Server Configuration Manager.
2. Create a Remote Network share which is accessible from all the replicas. This remote network share will be used in Data Synchronization.
3. In Object Explorer, select “SQL Server Services”. On the right side of the screen, right-click the SQL Server (<instance name>) and click

Properties.
4. Select the “AlwaysOn” tab.
5. Select the “Enable AlwaysOn Availability Groups” checkbox. Click ON.
6. Manually restart the “SQL Server (<instance name>)” service to commit the change.
7. Repeat the above steps on the second SQL Server node in the cluster.

Specify the required parameters in the availability group properties for the node, as shown in the example in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Specifying replicas
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An Availability Group (AG) Listener is a Virtual Network Name which directs incoming client connections to the primary replica or read-only
secondary replica. It consists of the DNS listener name, Listener port designation and one or more IP addresses. The AG Listener only supports
the TCP/IP protocol. In the case of a primary replica failure, it assists in fast application failover from the failed primary replica on one instance of
SQL Server to the new primary replica on another instance of SQL Server. Figure 19 shows the configuration of the Availability Group Listener.

Figure 19. Specifying the AG Listener

Part of the Availability Group creation process includes taking a backup of the database files that are then used to seed the replica. Select the
path to a remote network backup shared folder as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Specifying a backup location
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Once the SQL Server Availability Group is created you can install SharePoint in your environment.

SharePoint Server 2016 capacity and sizing
The following sections describe lab tests on specific simple virtualized SharePoint configurations to determine baseline performance for various
role server deployments.

Workload overview
This workload summary is included as a reference point to which you can compare your own expected workload. If your workload is markedly
different, then the VM resource definitions may require more or less resources than those tested in the lab during this study. One advantage of
deploying SharePoint services on VMs is that each VM’s resources can be finely-tuned to meet the service resource needs driven by the
workload requirements. A detailed workload definition is provided in Appendix B: SharePoint test methodology.
The workload was designed to run on a SharePoint test farm supporting five main site collections that provide typical functionality for this type
of solution. The sites comprise the following types and their relative use:
• Document Center (30%) – provides document libraries with version control and check-out/-in enabled. The content is heavily modified (high
write: read ratio). The key functions utilized include document check-out, download, upload and check-in. There is also a modest percentage of
task management involving displaying a task list and opening a random task to view status. The emulated user may also delete a random task
and create a new one.
• Team sites (20%) (20 sub-sites with multiple users per sub-site) – provides team document libraries and collaboration capabilities such as
team calendars, threaded discussions, etc. Moderate document and list content modification. The workload functions include reading and
modifying calendar entries, reading and randomly replying to discussion topics and document upload.
• A Portal site (20%) – intended to provide corporate-wide communication, events and announcement lists, surveys, etc. Low content
modification – mostly read. Functions include reading events lists and randomly reading the details of a specific event, reading
announcements, and reading and responding to survey questions.
• My Sites (10%) – each user has a personal “my site” used to contain personal documents and work in progress. Note that these sites are
created prior to the performance tests being run, so that the time and resources required to initialize a My Site the first time a user accesses it
is not captured during the test. Moderate document content modification is performed with mostly Document Library (doclib) listing and
document uploads of random documents of different sizes.
• Search Center (20%) – provides standard search capabilities enabling users to discover content stored across the farm, and optionally
open/read/download discovered content. The emulated user submits a search query based on a simple word or phrase that is randomly
selected from a pre-created list. This query yields a results set listing up to 20 documents (initial results page) sorted in most relevant match
order (high to low). 25% of the time the user then downloads a document chosen at random from the first eight search results (document size
ranges from 1MB to 16MB), before navigating back to the home page.
Each of the site actions described above is broken down into a set of workload transactions to record the response time of each step of the
action. For example, in the portal workload the first transaction is the navigation into the events calendar, the next transaction is the opening of a
single event; and closing the event is recorded as yet another transaction.
Between each of the transactions, random wait times, of 1-4 seconds designed to simulate users reading or thinking, are introduced after the
response time is recorded for the transaction.

Sizing the solution
The intent was to test the performance of the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 and HPE StoreVirtual 3200 solution, supporting baseline 4 vCPU
VMs running various SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 server roles, and to successively deploy identically configured VMs each supporting a specific
role and determine the resulting performance at each stage in the testing.
The solution therefore consisted of a pair of VMs each with 4 vCPUs and 32GB of vRAM running in a SQL Server AlwaysOn Availability Group,
and a number of VMs each with 4 vCPUs and 16GB vRAM running SharePoint Server 2016 FP1; defined via the SharePoint Server 2016
Configuration Wizard to be running a specific shared MinRole. Performance numbers were obtained for achievable throughput, %CPU
consumption, storage I/O and network activity when applying a specific test workload against these VMs. The baseline results can be scaled-up
linearly to determine likely performance for more powerful VMs (more vCPUs) and also used in the HPE Sizer for SharePoint Server 2016 as part
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of sizing MinRole deployments. Results also demonstrated that the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage provided excellent I/O performance for the
tests applied representing a typical mid-market population and workload.

Sizing the storage
The storage sizing used is an example of how the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 disks can be used to create multiple volumes and thus VMware
datastores. Two datastores were created for each SQL Server to follow the best practice of separating SQL database and log files. While a total of
close to 20 SharePoint databases were in use (including both services and content databases), it was not felt necessary in this example to
separate out the SQL storage LUNs further – there is a RAID 5 array supporting the datastores providing very high I/O bandwidth. Your IT
policies and maintenance/security procedures may dictate further separation or the use of RAID 1 or RAID 10, and this can be easily achieved by
creation of virtual volumes and VMware datastores as required; and presenting these to the relevant nodes in each host cluster.
Note that in the examples presented, we located the service databases and content databases on the same LUNs, separating the data and log
files per SQL best practices. In a larger scale solution some of the services databases can become quite I/O intense, and in that event it would be
a best practice to separate the services and content databases onto separate LUNs, and possibly separate volumes.
The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage in our solution example contains 25 disks as follows:
• 5 x 800 GB SSDs
• 20 x 600 GB 10K RPM disks
Each SharePoint Server 2016 virtual machine requires storage volumes for both the operating system partition (C: \LUN) and data partition
(I:\LUN).
In addition to its OS LUN the SQL Server VM requires two more LUNs for its Database Data (M:\) and Database Log (L:\) file storage. We
therefore need the following separate storage volumes from HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage.
• OS LUNs
• Data LUNs
• SQL Data LUNs
• SQL Log LUNs
The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 makes recommendations about Disk RAID based on the type and number of disks it discovers. Once the RAID is
selected, it shows the usable capacity for creating the Storage Pool. Figure 21 shows an example of storage system usable capacity for storage
pool creation.

Figure 21. Storage system usable capacity after RAID creation
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The necessary four volumes were created from the Tier 1 storage pool. The SSD Tier 0 pool was not used for this configuration.
• A 1.5 TB fully provisioned volume (8 x 120 GB for OS LUNs). This provides space for the OS LUNs for each VM.
• A 2 TB fully provisioned volume (2 x 1 TB for SQL Server Database Data file LUNs.). Each SQL Server VM has 1 TB allocated for the SQL
Server database Data file.
• A 1 TB fully provisioned volume (2 x 500 GB for SQL Server Database Log file LUNs.). This provides space for 500 GB datastores for each
SQL Server database Log file.
• A 1.5TB fully provisioned volume (6 x 200 GB for SharePoint Server Data LUNs). This provides the space for the SharePoint Server Data drive
requirement of 200 GB each.
Table 4 shows the details of the storage assigned.
Table 4. Storage assigned for virtual machines
Role VMs

C:\ (OS / System disk)

I:\ (Data disk)

M:\ (SQL Server Data disk)

L:\ (SQL Server Log disk)

SharePoint (6)

120 GB

200 GB

N/A

N/A

SQL (2)

120 GB

N/A

1 TB

500 GB

TOTAL

960 GB

1.2 TB

2 TB

1 TB

Content storage calculations
The sizing shown above was based on a set of assumptions, however every customer likely has different needs based on their business model.
The quantity of actual content (documents, graphics, etc.) to be stored in SharePoint will vary based on business processes, retention policies,
and to some degree, the number of users creating and modifying content. The following discussion presents a hypothetical calculation and the
process shown may be re-used with your own values if they differ from those shown in the example. The intent is to estimate the actual storage
space required for the farm content and space for the other databases and data structures to be located on the HPE SV3200 storage array.
Determination of this will lead towards sizing an appropriate HPE SV3200 solution.
While only active users require compute resources, even inactive users require storage; therefore we have to consider the needs of all users in a
typical SMB business generating content. We also need to make a set of reasonable assumptions (supported by anecdotal data from Hewlett
Packard Enterprise field personnel and various customers):
• For a starting point, assume a need for a total of 2 TB of content to be stored
• If we assume a collaboration site is between 1.0 - 1.5 GB, then we can store between 1,200 and 2,000 such sites
• Assume four organizational units each running 100 projects/year
• Each project content size can be about 500 MB (Office files, PDFs, small images, Visio diagrams, etc.)
• Therefore users generate about 200 GB of total content per year
• Assume 50% of the storage volume is allocated for content, and the other 50% for Service Application databases, TempDB, Search databases
and the other data structures that SharePoint requires to function (a rule-of-thumb from field deployments performed by Hewlett Packard
Enterprise consultants)
To summarize this means 2TB of storage space can support a 1,000 user content for about 5 years (considering retention policies). The above
assumptions can be revised to calculate the 2,500 user case and/or to take specific customer needs into account.

Networks
The network is a vital component for HPE StoreVirtual 3200 implementation. The VMware host communicates with the HPE StoreVirtual 3200
storage volumes through the iSCSI protocol.
iSCSI is a transport layer protocol which provides block level access to storage devices by transporting SCSI commands over existing TCP/IP
networking infrastructure. The protocol presents SCSI targets and devices to iSCSI initiators (requesters). iSCSI is a cost-effective, easy to
implement technology as compared to other SAN implementations such as Fibre Channel Protocol.
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The critical component to implement iSCSI networking for HPE StoreVirtual 3200 connectivity from the VMware host servers is to keep the
network isolated from other networks (e.g. user network) and network services (hypervisor cluster network). This can be done by using
dedicated failover network interfaces and VLANs (Virtual Local Area Networks). Sufficient bandwidth and low latency should be considered while
planning for this network, and a 10Gbe Ethernet network should seriously be considered.
Based on the assumption that the network for StoreVirtual is separate from other networks, a minimum of four network adapters is
recommended for the VMware hosts. Two of the four network adapters should be dedicated for the StoreVirtual traffic and have their own
VMkernel ports. The remaining two network interface cards (NICs) can be used for application traffic (user network) and hypervisor management
traffic.
Figure 22 shows an example for the networking configuration as used in the test lab environment.
In the lab environment each HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 10 host VMware server is equipped with an HPE Ethernet 10Gb 2-port 546SFP+
adapter and an HPE Ethernet 10Gb 2P 546FLR-SFP+ adapter. Each of the adapters has dual 10GbE ports. A single 10 GbE port from each
adapter is assigned for the StoreVirtual networking while the remaining port from each network adapter is assigned for the application and
management traffic. Using port 0 from network adapter 1 and network adapter 2 for the StoreVirtual traffic while using port 1 from adapter 1
and adapter 2 for user and application traffic gives protection from bus and card failure.
In the example, vmnic4 and vmnic9 are separate network adapters and are used for StoreVirtual traffic. Each Virtual NIC (vmnic) has its own
VMkernel interface which is then bound to an iSCSI Software Virtual Machine HBA (vmhba) initiator as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. VMware networking example
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Figure 23 shows the iSCSI initiator properties and bonding for each switch.

Figure 23. VMkernel interface bound to iSCSI Software initiator

Lab test environment
The lab test bed for performance testing of SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 was comprised of SharePoint VMs created on the HPE ProLiant DL380
Gen10 host servers using the VMware vCenter client application to define and deploy the VMs. Data disks were defined and deployed for
SharePoint Server VM’s data needs (e.g., Indexes, Analytics), and for SQL Server Database Data and Log files for each of the two SQL Server
VMs.
The lab test configuration was comprised of two HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers configured into a single VMware cluster environment.
Datastores for the VMware vSphere environment were obtained from the volumes created in HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage.
The SQL and SharePoint infrastructure was integrated into an Active Directory and DNS infrastructure which is intended to represent the
customer data center network and domain.
Microsoft Visual Studio Ultimate 2015 U3 was used as the SharePoint workload engine, emulating users in the customer domain, running load
tests comprised of various web performance test components developed to represent a broadly applicable SharePoint collaboration workload.
Use of Visual Studio as a user emulation tool is discussed in detail in a later section.
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Hosts, clusters and VMs
The two HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 10 servers were grouped into a single VMware vSphere cluster. The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 based storage
was presented to all nodes in each cluster through iSCSI connectivity. Figure 24 shows the VMware vSphere Client Hosts and Clusters view of
the solution, illustrating the nodes in each cluster and the Role VMs. It also shows the cluster-wide datastores used to host the VM’s OS, Data,
SQL Data and SQL Log storage volumes.

Figure 24. Lab test VM deployment design (host view)

Figure 25 highlights an example SharePoint VM (SV-DL-FE1, a Front-End with Distributed Cache role) and shows how all SharePoint VMs were
configured (vCPUs, vRAM, etc.). Two datastores were used by SharePoint virtual machines: one for the SharePoint VM’s operating system drive
(SV-DL-OSVMDK) and the other for the SharePoint data drive (SV-DL-DATA).

Figure 25. Lab test VM deployment design (SharePoint VM view)
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Figure 26 shows an example configuration of a SQL Server VM (SV-DL-SQL01). The SQL Server VMs use three datastores for operating system
LUNs, SQL Server databases and SQL Server log files.

Figure 26. Lab test VM deployment design (SQL VM view)

Initial SharePoint deployment (farm creation) was on node “SV-DL-CUS1” configured as a Custom role server. Once all Web Applications and Site
Collections and their data/content had been created, initial tests were run to determine baseline performance for a 4 vCPU VM running all
services in a “SharePoint 2013 or earlier” type configuration (no MinRoles or High Availability) for the test comparison. Dedicated role VMs were
then added to the farm one at a time in a specific order – Front-end with Distributed Cache and then Application with Search (running on VMs
SV-DL-FE1, SV-DL-FE2, SV-DL-SCH1, SV-DL-SCH2 respectively) to create the SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 MinRole architecture with high
availability.
Adding a new MinRole in the environment resulted in SharePoint automatically stopping services on the original SV-DL-CUS1 server as the new
MinRole server took over those related functions. This significantly reduced and simplified administrator task load when deploying these new
roles. Note that adding an Application with Search MinRole does provide a VM running the Search service, however the administrator must then
use PowerShell cmdlets to move the service components from the original server to the new MinRole server (or other search topology design as
needed). Example PowerShell scripts to accomplish these component moves are presented in Appendix C: SharePoint Server 2016 PowerShell
cmdlets used to move Search Service components. The Windows Server Network Load Balancing service is used to create network load
balancing between the two VMs running Front-end with Distributed Cache (SV-DL-FE1 and SV-DL-FE2).
As each MinRole was added, performance tests were repeated to determine the level of throughput possible, VM vCPU consumption, and other
related performance metrics. These results and related analysis are presented in detail later.
SQL Server AlwaysOn lab configuration
The database management solution for SharePoint Server 2016 FP1 is implemented using SQL Server 2016 AlwaysOn technology providing
database high availability and integrity to the complete solution. There are two SQL Server virtual machines (VMs), one in each VMware cluster.
The 2 TB database partition and 500 GB log partition for each SQL Server are configured from dedicated datastores for each node (cluster),
hosted on volumes located on HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage.
With 2-node SQL Server AlwaysOn technology, one node acts as Primary and the other node acts as Secondary at any point of time. The Primary
receives requests from SharePoint to modify content or send requested information. In the case of a write or modify operation, this is performed
synchronously by the Secondary node and the operation is acknowledged back to the Primary as complete before subsequent requests can
proceed. This ensures that both replicas are exactly in sync at any time. In the event of a failure of the Primary node, the Secondary seamlessly
takes over as Primary with no action, or awareness, by SharePoint.
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The SQL Server Availability Group is configured with following properties:
• Availability Mode – Synchronous Commit
• Failover Mode – Automatic
• Readable Secondary – Yes
The SharePoint Server 2016 databases are added to the availability group so that they are highly available as a result of the synchronous
replication, and also have high integrity due to the separate replicas hosted on separate storage (an error cannot be propagated across the
storage – refer to the Microsoft article at https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/psssql/2013/04/22/how-it-works-always-onwhen-is-my-secondaryfailover-ready). The SharePoint servers connect to the Availability Group Listener in order to access the databases in either replica without
needing to know the name of the physical instance of the SQL Server to which it is connecting (the active Primary replica).
SQL Server AlwaysOn technology is implemented over Windows Server Failover Cluster (WSFC) technology. In the lab, we used “Node and File
Share Majority” for Quorum configuration with a remote file share configured as a voting witness for the 2-node cluster. For more information
about WSFC and Quorum requirements and options, see the Microsoft TechNet article,
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh270280(v=sql.120).aspx.
Figure 27 shows the Availability Group and Replicas hierarchy in the left pane, and the list of synchronized SharePoint services and content
databases in the right pane.

Figure 27. Lab test SQL Server AlwaysOn configuration
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Test environment deployment
The major steps for deploying the test environment are summarized below. Other than the creation of a representative customer domain (which
would exist in a real-world deployment) and use of Visual Studio as a Client emulation tool, the other steps and procedures shown are as would
be best practices for a real-world deployment and show how a single-site SharePoint Server 2016 farm can be deployed in an HPE ProLiant
DL380 Gen10 clustered environment.
Key steps for SharePoint and SQL Server are:
• Deploy Active Directory and DNS infrastructure to represent the existing customer data center
• Create the VMware vSphere cluster between the two DL380 Gen10 hosts
• Create Management Groups, Storage Pools and Volumes using the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 Storage Management Console
• Configure Software iSCSI initiators and discover targets (HPE StoreVirtual 3200 Storage Pool virtual IP)
• Discover volumes from the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 and create VMware datastores from those volumes using the vCenter Client or vCenter
Web Client
• Create the SQL Server 2016 and SharePoint Server 2016 VMs on the vSphere clusters using the vCenter Client or vSphere Web Client
• Deploy SQL Server AlwaysOn Availability Groups
• Deploy the SharePoint Server 2016 farm, and test Web Applications and Site Collections; then add MinRoles as needed for test purposes
• Deploy Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 as the workload driving tool and develop the workload – this is covered in the section discussing test
process, in methodology.
Solution Software
This Reference Architecture was built using the following software:
• Windows Server 2016 version 1607
• SharePoint server 2016 with Service Pack1 (SP1)
• Microsoft SQL Server 2016 with service pack 1 (SP1), cumulative update 5 (CUC5) ; 13.0.4001.0
Configuring NUMA settings
As part of the SharePoint server 2016 performance testing on the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers, changing the NUMA settings was
essential in identification of any performance deviation from the benchmark. The BIOS settings were changed on both the EXSi hosts to reflect
the NUMA group size optimization to CLUSTERED from the BIOS platform configuration wizard.
Refer the Tuning Guide for HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 document for details,
https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=a00016408en_us.

Testing overview
As discussed earlier, the purpose of the performance tests detailed below was to gain understanding of:
• Performance of highly available, virtualized, SharePoint 2016 FP1 shared MinRole environment on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers
• Performance of highly available, virtualized, SharePoint 2016 FP1 shared MinRole environment on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers with
NUMA changes
An internal SharePoint test workload was developed, that included a set of functions and workload mix which was intended to represent the
number of users who would employ SharePoint Server 2016 features. The workload is believed to be broadly applicable to customers who are
using SharePoint primarily as a collaboration and document management solution. For workload and test methodology details, see Appendix B:
SharePoint test methodology.
It is also important to note that this workload was designed to replicate the peak usage time of the user population. Peak usage time is defined as
the time when most users are logged on and are working simultaneously. Typically, peak usage times are sporadic; however, it is important to
size solutions based on the peaks to ensure adequate solution performance under worst-case situations.
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Performance metrics
Analysis of the data collected provided a set of key metrics that collectively described the characteristics of the functions such as %CPU busy,
response time, throughput, etc. These data points provide an overview of how each function uses various system resources and its typical
performance. Note that the data collected for these metrics relates to the individual VMs, and not physical host servers, unless otherwise stated.
The key metrics are:
• SharePoint VM %CPU Avg.
• SQL VM %CPU Avg.
• Throughput per SharePoint server (Custom or Front-end) – requests per second (RPS) @ 80% CPU avg.
• SharePoint/SQL CPU ratio – different functions will require more or less SharePoint or SQL resources. A low ratio will typically indicate that
higher SQL CPU resources are used (more database activity). This number also indicates how many Front-end servers with a given number of
cores can be supported by a single active SQL Server with the appropriate number of cores as determined by the core ratio
• Typical response times – these may be classed into three groups. Functions that are sub-second, functions that take a few seconds (say, 1-3),
or functions that take “many” seconds (3+). Functions with longer response times are more complex and will require more server resources.
Some functions (e.g., file upload/download) will be impacted by available network bandwidth and the size of the file
• Client-Front-end-SQL Network traffic – the network traffic volume sent from the client to Front-end servers due to a user request, traffic
between the Front-end servers and other role servers, and the data volume returned from the Front-end to the client to render the page
• Storage subsystem volume I/O data (read/write) – read and write IOPS rate, I/O sizes and response times for the storage volumes
The set of metrics above define the characteristics of the tested SharePoint functions and indicates their resource consumption and typical
performance.

Test results and analysis
The following sections give the test results obtained from running the full SharePoint Collaboration workloads against each server configuration
as noted above. The VM characteristics are described in detail in the Best practices and configuration guidance - SharePoint VMs section of this
document.
The data presented includes:
• %CPU busy (Avg.) and Throughput (RPS) data
• Network send/receive traffic (Mbps) for the Client, Front-end and SQL servers
• Storage data – IOPS response times, I/O frequencies and I/O transfer sizes
• Example response times for the various SharePoint site functions
Each is shown in a tabular format. Comments and analysis are presented for each section to explain the observations.
CPU and throughput
A key metric, used for capacity planning and solution sizing, is the achievable throughput expressed in Requests per Second (RPS) at a nominal
Front-end %CPU busy (Avg.) of 80%. Each of the tests shown was run at a specific emulated user population to provide a load on the system to
yield about 80% Front-end CPU busy.

Note
These emulated users were applying a significantly higher load than real users (almost 1.5 RPS per user). SharePoint, employing a stateless web
protocol, is not affected by how many users are requesting information – only by how many requests per second are being submitted by
whatever population is busy at the time. The tests follow the best practice of “univariate analysis” – by changing one thing between tests and
observing the result of the change. Note that any table data cell showing “X” indicates data is not relevant for that particular item in that test.
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Table 5 shows the results for SharePoint Server 2016 when running specific role servers as follows:
• Custom only (all required services running and users communicating with the server)
• Custom + Front-end with Distributed Cache (related web services running on, and users connected to, Front-end)
• 2 x Custom + 2 x Front-end with Distributed Cache (related web services running on, and users connected to, Front-end)
• 2 x Custom + 2 x Front-end with Distributed Cache + 2 x Application with Search
• 2 x Custom + 2 x Front-end with Distributed Cache + 2 x Application with Search with NUMA settings turned ON
Table 5. VM %CPU usage and RPS throughput results
Roles in use

Observed
RPS

RPS @ 80%

Primary
SQL %CPU

CUS1 %CPU

FE1 %CPU

FE2 %CPU

SCH1 %CPU

SCH2 %CPU

Custom only

81

83

22.20

75.3

X

X

X

X

1 x FE/DC

111

112

26.5

10.70

80

X

X

X

2 x FE/DC

206

217

28.0

14.70

74.40

78.30

X

X

2 x FE/DC + 2 x AP/SC

203

211

29

2.84

79.60

73.90

9.25

11.40

2 x FE/DC + 2 x AP/SC
(NUMA ON)

204

211

26.7

2.39

74.4

79.9

11.6

13.5

The “RPS @ 80%” column in the table shows the key throughput metric – achievable throughput at 80% average % CPU busy. The remaining
columns to the right of that show the average %CPU busy for the various role servers (SQL, Custom, Front-end with Distributed Cache, and
Application with Search respectively) depending on the test performed. The following observations can be made:
• Tests achieved a baseline value of 83 RPS for a single 4 vCPU Custom VM server running at 80% CPU
• Deploying shared Front-end with Distributed Cache MinRole server, and redirecting user requests to that server, improved throughput by
almost 11% to 92 RPS due to increased role server efficiency and optimization. Note these values are for only a 4-vCPU server and that 11%
improvement will scale-up almost linearly as more vCPUs, or additional Front-end servers, are added to the farm. Note also the Custom server
%CPU dropped from 80% to 8% as it was now only running Search, App and Admin services
• Deploying two shared Front-end with Distributed Cache MinRole servers in a load-balanced topology demonstrates how two VMs can provide
redundancy (HA) and also provide almost double the throughput of one VM in any given role. A fully-HA design would employ at least two of
each role type including the 2-node SQL Server AlwaysOn configuration
• Deploying two shared MinRole Application plus Search servers provided little improvement with our workload, but does provide a highly
redundant and efficient Search service topology that could handle a much higher search crawl and query load. If search were used more
heavily as part of the workload, this improvement would logically be even higher. Custom %CPU dropped again as the Search server was
running the majority of the Search components and was servicing Index crawl (continuous crawl was in operation) and user query requests
• The results in the CPU usage and RPS throughput table demonstrates an improvement of more than 10 % (increases in RPS value when CPU
utilization is 80%) on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server platform as compared to HPE Gen9 server platform
We can conclude from these results that the MinRole servers are performing as expected and their addition to the farm does provide measurable
performance improvements; even at the minimum recommended VM size of 4 vCPUs.
The resulting network traffic for each test is shown in Table 6.
Network traffic
SharePoint is “chatty”. Analysis of the network traffic, especially that received by the client (user), reveals it takes a lot of HTTP/HTML data to
present results to a user. Some functions, such as presenting a complex list of information, require significant data to be sent to the client. Table 6
presents the commensurate network traffic for the various servers.
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The throughput compute of the Non-uniform Memory Access (NUMA) settings on the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers changed, is also
documented in the table below.
Table 6. Network traffic (Mbps) results
Roles in use

Client Send

Client Rcv

FE Send

FE Rcv

SQL Send

SQL Rcv

SCH Send

SCH Rcv

Custom only

22.73

46.89

1.17

0.05

54.78

0.24

X

X

1 x FE/DC

25.18

53.17

61.81

93.87

68.98

10.18

X

X

2 x FE/DC

46.89

93.96

56.37

90.20

76.94

16.47

X

X

2 x FE/DC + 2 x AP/SC

45.05

93.79

83.39

87.25

79.53

17.20

17.20

5.70

2 x FE/DC + 2 x AP/SC
(NUMA ON)

44.29

93.71

80.81

88.25

73.37

17.70

17.70

4.40

Note
In Table 6, the columns designated as Front-end role represent the role server that was running the web service and receiving client requests.
This was either CUS1, or FE1 or FE1+FE2 load balanced. In the latter case the combined network traffic of the two Front-end servers is shown.
Likewise, the traffic reported for the Search server is the total for both Search VMs. The SQL results are for the Primary SQL server.
Network data from the various tests largely reflects the increases in throughput (RPS shown in Table 6). As the farm becomes more efficient as
more MinRole servers are added, the various network traffic values increase in relation to the achievable RPS. The results in the Network traffic
table demonstrates an improvement of more than 10 % (increases in RPS value when CPU utilization is 80%) on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10
Server platform as compared to HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen9 server platform.
Storage IOPS
Also important is the demand placed on the HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage system, although the storage subsystem used is designed to handle
significantly more load than these tests applied. At the load levels achieved by the specific tests applied, no LUN on any server exceeded an I/O
response time of 8 ms. Providing tabular results therefore provides no added information and has been omitted.
Table 7 shows further analysis of the disk data, presenting the average disk reads/writes per second. This is a measure of the I/O intensity. Also
listed in the table are the values captured post the NUMA settings changed on the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 hosts.
Table 7. Disk Average reads/writes (IOPS) per second results
Disk

Custom

FE/DC

2 x FE/DC

2 x FE/DC + 2 x AP/SC

2 x FE/DC + 2 x AP/SC (NUMA)

SQL M: READ

0.04

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.048

SQL M: WRITE

1.40

2.78

10.3

8.36

21.6

SQL L: WRITE

33.20

39.0

56.40

63.1

76.2

CUS I: WRITE

0.86

0.77

0.11

0.11

0.08

FE I: WRITE

X

X

X

0.0

0.0

SCH I: WRITE

X

X

X

0.56

0.8

Results show the majority of the I/O operations occurring to the SQL Log disks. Logs will be written when any content is changed or added, so
this behavior is expected. The “I:” disk is the SharePoint Data disk on each of the different SharePoint role servers and will usually hold the Search
Index catalog – this depends on the Search topology in use. The results on storage IOPS – disk average reads/writes per second table
demonstrates an improvement of more than 10 % (increases in RPS value when CPU utilization is 80%) on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server
platform as compared to HPE ProLiant Dl380 Gen9 server platform.
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Table 8 shows the related average I/O size (bytes) for the various disk read and write operations for the different configurations. Also listed in
the table are the average I/O size (bytes) details post the NUMA settings changed on the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 10 hosts.
Table 8. Disk Average Bytes per IOPS results
Disk

Custom

FE/DC

2 x FE/DC

2 x FE/DC + 2 x AP/SC

2 x FE/DC + 2 x AP/SC (NUMA)

SQL M: READ

65,536

65,536

65,536

59,587

59,587

SQL M: WRITE

52,275

83,204

45,275

28,854

32,802

SQL L: WRITE

25,889

26,090

31,240

26,577

25,400

CUS I: WRITE

160,982

231,345

52,389

44,121

X

SCH I: WRITE

X

X

X

97,641

612,758

The data shows expected behavior for these tests, with the write sizes to the SQL Logs increasing as the efficiency of the solution improved. The
results in the storage IOPS table – disk average bytes, demonstrates an improvement of more than 10 % (increases in RPS value when CPU
utilization is 80%) on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server platform as compared to HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen9 platform.
Memory usage
Memory is very important to SharePoint deployments and should never be under-configured. Performance of SharePoint is dependent on caches
deployed at every level – SQL Server, Front-end Distributed Cache service, IIS disk – and memory-based caches and browser caches. A
significant amount of memory goes towards these caches.

Note
VM Dynamic memory (also referred to sometimes as balloon memory) was not employed, as SQL and SharePoint heavily leverage memory for
caching, thus we want to avoid any cache flushing.
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SQL Server VMs
Figure 28 shows the memory consumption of the SQL Server AlwaysOn Primary node after a number of tests had been performed. The VM was
configured with 32GB, and the SQL process alone is shown to be using about 30GB of that total. Unless deliberately limited, SQL memory usage
will tend to increase and must be monitored to ensure the VM memory allocation is not causing an artificial bottleneck by being inadequate for
the workload applied.

Figure 28. SQL Server memory usage

Memory is also critical for SharePoint VMs.
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SharePoint VMs
Figure 29 shows a similar Task Manager display of memory usage for an example SharePoint Server 2016 Front end VM.

Note
Each of the five site collections created were based on separate web applications, each of which had a separate application pool and thus a
dedicated IIS Worker Process. These may be seen in the figure below and the memory consumed by each will grow as each worker process
performs more functions. In addition, other processes supporting SharePoint services require memory.
Figure 29 shows one of the IIS Worker Processes consuming as much as 2.7GB and one of the Search processes consuming about 1.3GB. At the
time of the screenshot, the VM was configured with 20GB memory and Task Manager shows 70% of that being used – about 14GB. After further
tests this usage grew further to a total exceeding 16GB. It is for that reason HPE recommends that the FE VM be initially sized at 16GB memory,
but then be monitored to see if the workloads presented require additional memory above that value (e.g. 20GB) as was demonstrated by these
tests. As noted earlier, virtualization enables making these changes easy.

Figure 29. SharePoint Front-end memory usage
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This concludes discussion about the key server and solution resources, and the next section presents data relating to the user-perceived
performance – the response times.
Response times
Response times in SharePoint can be grouped into three ranges:
• Sub-second – many functions, such as simple list presentation (e.g. a Doclib list) are sub-second assuming no noticeable network propagation
delays or a fast LAN connection
• Few seconds – some functions, such as a document check-in or similarly more-complex function can take 1-2 seconds
• Many seconds – functions such as a file upload of a large document can take longer, simply due to the network time required to transfer the
file and the size of the file
The key in providing good performance is that the response times are stable and predictable. Inconsistent performance – a function taking 1
second at one time and several seconds on another occasion – is usually the most frustrating thing for a user.
In all tests performed against the various MinRole configurations, the majority of the response times for key SharePoint workload operations were
between 0.10 and 0.40 seconds (very sub-second), with the longest times being for file upload which ranged from 0.50 to about 0.90 seconds
depending on file size. As these results are consistent and very acceptable, providing detailed tabular data would not provide further insight, and
is therefore omitted.

Summary
Lab testing of SharePoint Server 2016 MinRole capabilities, and observations and analysis of test results show that deploying SharePoint Server
2016 MinRole servers provide several advantages:
• The HPE StoreVirtual 3200 was shown under test to provide more than adequate performance and high-availability features suitable for a
typical SharePoint Server 2016 MinRole-based mid-market type deployment. Configuration was straight forward as described in detail earlier,
and the storage I/O and throughput showed excellent performance. The dual controllers and other features provide redundancy, meaning
multiple units linked via Network RAID 10 are not required to provide an HA solution; thus reducing the cost of the usable storage.
• The simplified MinRole configuration processes to deploy, provision and configure the required services need far less manual administration
activity than in previous SharePoint versions. The administrator need not be concerned about the correct collection of services to run on a
given server, but now need only choose the appropriate role when adding the server to the farm. The correct services will be automatically
provisioned and started. The new monitoring and compliance checking will ensure optimal performance is maintained over time.
• Lab testing has shown that performance improvements (improved response times and overall RPS throughput) will be seen when using the
new Feature Pack 1 shared MinRole server roles, compared to deploying traditional or Custom role servers. This is because MinRole provides
improved performance for each specific role as part of the role implementation within SharePoint Server 2016. We see that running Web
services as part of a MinRole Front-end with Distributed Cache server is more efficient than doing the same on a Custom server.
• Lab tests indicates an improvement in performance of SharePoint 2016 on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers, in comparison with the
similar workloads tested on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 9 servers.
• Different levels of performance improvement will tend to be seen by different customers depending on their workload mix. Results show the
largest improvements will likely be seen when deploying the Front-end with Distributed CacheMinRole servers as these functions are highly
used by the majority of customers.
The following are key challenges in deploying business process applications, such as SharePoint Server 2016, in a virtualized environment:
• Determining solution sizing and configuration to support the business workload in an HA environment
• Managing design/deployment/hardware/operations costs by leveraging efficient use of virtualized resources
• Achieving rapid deployment to minimize time-to-productivity, yet ensuring consistency during the build process, reducing problems from
configuration errors
• Defining a strategy to handle workload change and growth over time
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HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage is designed to give small and midsize businesses (SMB) an entry-level storage platform that provides more
advanced storage features that were historically out-of-reach for SMB customers. It is a dual, active-active controller entry-level storage system
based on the StoreVirtual software also used in the StoreVirtual 4000 and StoreVirtual VSA. The major differences are in the low starting price,
achieved by using ARM processors and packaged as a dual controller system in 2U form factor.
By virtualizing SharePoint roles such as the Front-end servers, Search servers and SQL Servers you can deploy fewer HPE ProLiant virtualization
host servers to handle all the tasks previously supported by physical servers. This in turn reduces the costs around day-to-day operations
(power, cooling, physical management, etc.). A further advantage is that each MinRole VM can be defined as to exactly the resources needed by
the services running on that VM. Further, as workloads, user behavior and business needs change over time, the VM resources can be fine-tuned
as part of a proactive capacity planning activity that ensures capacity and performance can meet ongoing demands. Additional VMs can also be
created to support changes in service needs, or to quickly deploy temporary requirements such as a development or test server farm.
High availability can be provided by an appropriate combination of infrastructure technologies and by leveraging the HA design principles of
SharePoint and SQL Server. Virtualization can therefore provide an improved solution with more efficient use of resources and easier
management.
Leveraging tools such as the HPE Sizer for SharePoint Server 2016 can make the job of designing and sizing a suitable configuration easier. This
easy to use tool embodies knowledge gained from our Hewlett Packard Enterprise field personnel, our in-lab testing of SharePoint Server 2016
and MinRole performance, and other best practices developed by both Hewlett Packard Enterprise and Microsoft. Refer to the Resources and
additional links section, for the download location and information about Hewlett Packard Enterprise technologies and solutions.
Implementing a proof-of-concept
As a matter of best practice for all deployments, Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends implementing a proof-of-concept using a test
environment that matches as closely as possible the planned production environment. In this way, appropriate performance and scalability
characterizations can be obtained. For help with a proof-of-concept, contact an HPE Service representative
(hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html) or your Hewlett Packard Enterprise partner.
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Appendix A: Bill of materials
Note
Part numbers are at time of publication and subject to change. The bill of materials does not include complete support options or complete rack
and power requirements. For questions regarding ordering, consult with your HPE Reseller or HPE Sales Representative for more details.
hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html
Table 9. Bill of materials
Qty

Product number

Product
Rack and power equipment

1

BW908A

HPE 42U 600x1200mm Enterprise Shock Rack

4

H8B50A

HPE Mtrd Swtchd 4.9kVA/L6-30P/NA/J PDU

1

BW930A

HPE Air Flow Optimization Kit

1

BW909A

HPE 42U 1200mm Side Panel Kit

4

142257-006

HPE C13-C14 WW 250V 10Amp 1.4m Jumper Cord
HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers

2

868703-B21

HPE DL380 Gen10 8SFF CTO Server

2

826870-L21

HPE DL380 Gen10 6132 Xeon-G FIO Kit

2

826870-B21

HPE DL380 Gen10 6132 Xeon-G Kit

16

815100-B21

HPE 32GB 2Rx4 PC4-2666V-R Smart Kit

16

7870759-B21

HPE 900GB 12G SAS 10K 2.5in SC ENT HDD

2

804331-B21

HPE Smart Array P408i-a SR Gen10 Controller

2

817749-B21

HPE Ethernet 10/25Gb 640FLR-SFP28 Adapter

2

864279-B21

HPE TPM Module 2.0 Gen 10 Kit

2

733660-B21

HPE 2U SFF Easy Install Rail Kit

4

865438-B21

HPE 800W FS Ti Hot Plug LH Power Supply Kit

2

BD505A

HPE iLO Adv incl 3yr TS U 1-Svr Lic
Storage equipment

1

N9X20A

HPE SV3200 4x10GbE iSCSI SFF Storage

20

N9X05A

HPE SV3000 600GB 12G SAS 10K SFF HDD

5

N9X85A

HPE SV3000 800GB 12G SAS 2.5in MU SSD
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Appendix B: SharePoint test methodology
This appendix provides details of the SharePoint test methodology using Microsoft Visual Studio, and the workload developed by Hewlett
Packard Enterprise to represent broadly applicable usage of SharePoint as a collaboration and document management solution.

Test process
These sections discuss best practices for running performance tests, the tools and components involved, user emulation, and the processes for
running the tests and collection and analysis of the resulting data.
Visual Studio Enterprise 2015 Update 3
Microsoft Visual Studio Enterprise 2015 Update 3 was used as the tool to emulate web-based user activity and workloads. This tool provides a
rich set of recording, customization and test execution capabilities, coupled with built-in data collection, analysis and reporting. It also contains
many features and capabilities designed specifically to make performance and load testing of SharePoint easier to develop and accomplish. Its
capabilities and concepts will be familiar to anyone who has used similar load generation tools and the learning curve is not steep.
Its methodology includes the recording and customization of “Web performance tests” each of which can represent a portion of a total desired
workload. Our test bed included five SharePoint Site Collections (Docs, Portal, Teams, MySite and Search) and a web performance test workload
was developed for each site. Details of the workload can be found in a later section.
Once the Web performance tests have been developed and fully tested (single-user) they can be incorporated into a multi-user “Load tests”
which defines what Web performance test are to be included (and in what percentage mix), and other relevant test run parameters and definition
of the data collection metrics. The next sections provide more details and examples.
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Workload component Web performance tests
Figure 30 shows a fragment of one of the HPE Collaboration Workload components, in this example the “Teams” workload. The list of web
functions largely results from recording user activity whereby the user executes the functions as defined by the workload. Some editing and
customization is required to add things like randomization and variability, % probability of executing various sub-sections, etc. Use can also be
made of data sources (e.g. CSV files) that can be bound to script variables to provide randomized or sequential data as needed. In the example
fragment shown, a user connects to a Team Site’s host site and then picks a random sub-site to visit and execute further actions. Definition of
user “think time” can also be incorporated into the functions to emulate users reading screen output or making decisions before proceeding.

Figure 30. Visual Studio – Example Web performance test workload component

Once each of the Web performance test is developed and proven to fully work, they can be incorporated into a multi-user Load test.
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Workload Load tests
Multiple Load tests were defined for the tests required. These included five individual tests each using only one of the workloads. This allowed
examination of the resources used by each of the different sites and the web parts used on that site. The resource demands of Search activity are
quite different to those used by List presentation or file upload. A further test mix was defined to represent the full HPE Collaboration Workload,
being a mix of the five workload components in a specific percentage mix, as per the workload definition.
Figure 31 shows the definition of the Collaboration workload in Visual Studio. Also defined in the load test files are such items as warm-up and
stable test times, user population, server-specific metric data collection, etc. Visual Studio provides all the data collection, aggregation and
analysis/reporting tools and can capture and report on a substantial amount of data.

Figure 31. Visual Studio – Load test definition

Test procedures
The test procedures are in large part defined in the Load test. The process is to define a workload mix as desired, then to ramp-up the user
population over a period of time so as to avoid “shock” to the system and enable a stable state to be reached. The test then runs for a period of
time at a constant user population with the desired mix of Web performance tests (and thus site-related functions) being executed. Data is
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collected at a defined sample interval during this time. The length of the test is determined by the quantity of data samples required to provide
confidence in the statistics. As this workload is fairly intense (each emulated user executing about 1.4 requests per second), thousands of data
samples can be generated in only a 10 minute test – especially as the workload is quite stable over time. At the conclusion of the test Visual
Studio collates the data from the multiple servers as defined in the Web performance tests and creates summary and graphical reports of the key
resources, response times, etc.
Figure 32 shows an example Visual Studio screen during a test run. Graphs and tabular data show real-time information regarding key
performance indicators, response times, system-under-test CPU and memory consumption, etc. The example below shows a test approaching
the end of a 90 minute run. Some typical behavior stands out, such as periodic Search service incremental crawls occurring every 15 minutes.
These show as both increased Search service VM CPU “spikes” (blue lines in bottom left graph), but also as increased network traffic from SQL
(corresponding spikes on green line in top left graph).

Figure 32. Visual Studio – Workload real-time monitoring

SharePoint workload description
This workload description is included as a reference point to which you can compare with your own expected or measured workload. If your
workload is markedly different or more intense, then the VM resource definitions may require more resources than those tested in the labs
during this study. One advantage of deploying SharePoint services on VMs is that each VM’s resources can be finely-tuned to meet the service
resource needs driven by the workload requirements.
The workload was designed to run against a SharePoint test farm supporting five main site collections that provide typical functionality for this
type of solution. The sites comprise:
• A Document Center – provides document libraries with version control and check-out/-in capability. The content is heavily modified (high
write:read ratio).
• Team sites (50 sub-sites with multiple users per site) – provides team document libraries and collaboration capabilities such as team
calendars, threaded discussions, etc. Moderate document and list content modification.
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• A Portal site – intended to provide corporate-wide communication, events and announcements lists, surveys, etc. Low content modification –
mostly read.
• My Sites – each user has a personal “my site” used to contain personal documents and work in progress. Moderate document content
modification.
• A Search Center – provides standard search capabilities enabling users to discover content stored across the farm, and optionally
open/read/download discovered content.
The following sections describe the workload functionality associated with each of the five sites. Note that the percentage figure shown with each
site indicates the amount each contributes to the overall mixed workload. Within each site workload description there are also typically other
percentages indicating probabilities that sub-functions will be executed.
Document Center – 30%
• The Document Center contains multiple document libraries and is intended as a central repository for content being developed or modified. It
also contains a task list containing tasks assigned to specific users. The simulated user accesses the Docs.com site, and then performs
document or task-related functions according to the percentages shown:
Check-out/-in document – 75%
• A simulated user navigates to the Document Center site (Docs.com) and then into a specific folder in the site document library.
• The user then checks-out a user-specific document, causing a change to the state of the document in the list view.
• 50% of the time, the user will then download the document; and then re-upload it as a new version. Document size is 2.5MB.
• The user then checks the document back in as a new version before navigating back to the Document Center site home page. Note that the
maximum number of major versions in the document libraries was set to 3, thus preventing library size growth that would occur if versions
were unrestricted.
Tasks – 25%
• 50% of the time, the user navigates to the site task list and opens a random task from the list (simulating reading), and then closes it.
• 50% of the time, the user navigates to the task list and creates a new task; and then deletes a random task.
Team Sites – 20%
• A simulated user accesses the Teams.com site which contains 25 sub-sites. The user will randomly navigate to one of these sites. The user
actions will then relate to Calendar, Discussions or Document-related tasks according to defined percentages as follows:
Calendar – 30%:
• 75% of the time, the user navigates to the Team Site Calendar and chooses a random entry from the list of 25 entries. The user will then open
the chosen calendar entry (simulating reading), then close the entry; and finally navigate back to the home page.
• 25% of the time, the user creates a new calendar entry, then deletes a random calendar entry; and then navigates back to the home page.
Discussions – 50%:
• The user navigates to the discussion list in the site and then opens a random discussion (simulating reading).
• 33% of the time, the user replies to that discussion. The user then navigates back to the Teams home page.
Documents – 20%:
• The user navigates to the team site document library and then uploads a random Microsoft Excel 2010 worksheet (.xlsx file) ranging in size
from 10KB to 16KB.
Portal – 20%
• Simulated users navigate to the portal.com site and then perform the following actions based on the percentage probabilities:
Events – 40%
• The simulated user navigates into a list that contains 50 events. The user chooses a single event and opens it (simulating reading). The user
then closes the event and navigates back to the home page.
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Announcements – 40%
• The simulated user navigates into a list that contains 50 general announcements. The user chooses a single announcement and opens it
(simulating reading). The user then closes the announcement and navigates back to the home page.
Surveys – 20%
• The simulated user navigates to the Surveys list, then opens and responds to a survey; and then navigates back to the portal site.
My Sites – 10%
• Each simulated user has a personal “my site”, used to store personal documents or work in progress. Note that these sites are created prior to
the performance tests being run, so that the time and resources required to initialize a My Site the first time a user accesses it is not captured
during the test.
– The simulated user navigates to their personal My Site, and then into their personal documents folder. 50% of the time the user uploads a
random document ranging in size from 1MB to 10MB. Upon completion, the user then navigates back to the Mysite.com home page.
Search – 20%
• The Search Center provides the user the ability to submit a search query based on a simple word or phrase. This query yields a results set
listing up to 20 documents (initial results page) sorted in most relevant match order (high to low).
– The simulated user navigates to the Search Center site and performs a search with a word or phrase picked randomly from a list of 40
examples. 25% of the time the user then downloads a document chosen at random from the first eight search results (document size ranges
from 1MB to 16MB), before navigating back to the home page.
Each of the site actions described above is broken down into a set of workload transactions to record the response time of each step of the
action. For example, in the portal workload the first transaction is the navigation into the events calendar, the next transaction is the opening of a
single event; and closing the event is recorded as yet another transaction.
Between each of the transactions, random wait times, designed to simulate users reading or thinking, are introduced after the response time is
recorded for the transaction. For this workload the random wait times are in the range of one to four seconds.

Appendix C: SharePoint Server 2016 PowerShell cmdlets used to move Search service
components
Server Power ON Mode
The server BIOS is set to allow the operating system to manage power i.e. changing server power mode to OS Control Mode

Figure 33. Changing server power mode to OS Control Mode
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Figure 34. Changing server power mode to OS Control Mode

NUMA settings turned ON
As described in the earlier section, the NUMA workload settings were modified to validate the performance metrics of the SharePoint 2016 on
the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 10 servers. Below listed screenshots depict the NUMA Group Size Optimization modified from Flat to Clustered.

Figure 35. NUMA Group Size Optimization modified from Flat to Clustered
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Figure 36. NUMA Group Size Optimization modified from Flat to Clustered

Although fully tested and used during the lab procedures described earlier to move search components, this PowerShell cmdlet is offered as an
example to the reader “as is” with no warranty implied or expressed.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

SharePoint Server 2016 PowerShell Script to move Search Service components and Primary Index
Source location: SV-DL-CUS1 (Custom VM)
Destination location: SV-DL-SCH1, SV-DL-SCH2 (Search MinRole VMs)
This involves several steps:
Create 5 new components on both SCH1 and SCH2
Remove old 5 components from CUS1
Create new Index replica on SCH1 and SCH2 and wait for Index repartition to complete
Remove old Index component from CUS1, which also removes the Index
Make sure to STOP all crawl activity before moving anything

# Each step requires making a CLONE of the ACTIVE topology, editing the CLONE, then making the CLONE
the new ACTIVE topology
# This process is repeated for each set of changes to be made
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# COMMANDS TO UN-STICK A PROVISIONING INSTANCE IF NEEDED
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------$ssi = Get-SPServiceInstance | Where {$_.Status -like “Provisioning”}
$ssi.Unprovision()
$ssi.Provision()
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#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE NEW COMPONENTS ON SCH1
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Get current config and clone it ready to make changes to the clone
$ssa = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication
$active = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Active
$clone = New-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Clone –SearchTopology $active
# Get list of current components and names
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchComponent -SearchTopology $clone
$ssi = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceInstance -Identity "SV-DL-SCH1"
# Make sure service is online on SCH1
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceInstance -Identity $ssi
# Create new components on new server (SCH1)
New-SPEnterpriseSearchQueryProcessingComponent -SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi
New-SPEnterpriseSearchAnalyticsProcessingComponent -SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi
New-SPEnterpriseSearchContentProcessingComponent -SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi
New-SPEnterpriseSearchCrawlComponent -SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi
# Make the clone active
Set-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -Identity $clone
# Check topology - components should be on CUS1 and SCH1
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchStatus -SearchApplication $ssa
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE NEW COMPONENTS ON SCH2
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Get current config and clone it ready to make changes to the clone
$ssa = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication
$active = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Active
$clone = New-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Clone –SearchTopology $active
# Get list of current components and names
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchComponent -SearchTopology $clone
$ssi = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceInstance -Identity "SV-DL-SCH2"
# Make sure service is online on SCH2
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceInstance -Identity $ssi
# Create new components on new server (SCH2)
New-SPEnterpriseSearchQueryProcessingComponent -SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi
New-SPEnterpriseSearchAnalyticsProcessingComponent -SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi
New-SPEnterpriseSearchContentProcessingComponent -SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi
New-SPEnterpriseSearchCrawlComponent -SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi
# Make the clone active
Set-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -Identity $clone
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# Check topology - components should be on CUS1, SCH1, SCH2
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchStatus -SearchApplication $ssa
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# REMOVE OLD COMPONENTS FROM CUS1 - NEED COMPONENT GUIDS SO USE SPECIFIC COMPONENT NAMES
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Clone again to remove CUS1 components
$ssa = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication
$active = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Active
$clone = New-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Clone –SearchTopology $active
# Use the component Names to remove the old components from original server (CUS2)
Remove-SPEnterpriseSearchComponent -Identity "QueryProcessingComponent1" -SearchTopology $clone confirm:$false
Remove-SPEnterpriseSearchComponent -Identity "AnalyticsProcessingComponent1" -SearchTopology $clone confirm:$false
Remove-SPEnterpriseSearchComponent -Identity "ContentProcessingComponent1" -SearchTopology $clone confirm:$false
Remove-SPEnterpriseSearchComponent -Identity "CrawlComponent0" -SearchTopology $clone -confirm:$false
# Make clone current
Set-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -Identity $clone
# Check topology - components should be on SCH1/SCH2 but Index still on CUS1
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchStatus -SearchApplication $ssa
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE NEW INDEX REPLICA ON SCH1
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Creating the new Index replica of existing Partition 0
# Query component must be running on new server first
# Disk/folder I:\Index folder tree must be empty
# Get Search Service Instance on SCH1
$ssi = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceInstance -Identity "SV-DL-SCH1"
# Make sure service is online on SCH1
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceInstance -Identity $ssi
# Clone Active Topology again
$ssa = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication
$active = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Active
$clone = New-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Clone –SearchTopology $active
# Create New Index Component replica for existing Index Partition 0 onto SCH1 with index on correct
drive/folder
New-SPEnterpriseSearchIndexComponent –SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi IndexPartition 0
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# Activate the Cloned Search Topology
Set-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -Identity $clone
# Review new topology - should see Index replicas on both CUS1 and SCH1
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -Active -SearchApplication $ssa
# Monitor Index distribution - Wait until new component is active - green checkmark on topology
display - verify Index component name
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchStatus -SearchApplication $ssa -Text
# Monitor Index split operations for new index component (verify name is IndexComponent2)
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchStatus -SearchApplication $ssa -Healthreport -Component IndexComponent2 | ? {
($_.name -match "repart") -or (
$_.name -match "splitting") } | ft -AutoSize Name, Message
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE NEW INDEX REPLICA ON SCH2
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Creating the new Index replica of existing Partition 0
# Query component must be running on new server first
# Disk/folder I:\Index folder tree must be empty
# Get Search Service Instance on SCH1
$ssi = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceInstance -Identity "SV-DL-SCH2"
# Make sure service is online on SCH1
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceInstance -Identity $ssi
# Clone Active Topology again
$ssa = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication
$active = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Active
$clone = New-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Clone –SearchTopology $active
# Create New Index Component replica for existing Index Partition 0 onto SCH1 with index on correct
drive/folder
New-SPEnterpriseSearchIndexComponent –SearchTopology $clone -SearchServiceInstance $ssi IndexPartition 0
# Activate the Cloned Search Topology
Set-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -Identity $clone
# Review new topology - should see Index replicas on CUS1 and SCH1 and SCH2
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -Active -SearchApplication $ssa
# Monitor Index distribution - Wait until new component is active - green checkmark on topology
display - verify Index component name
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchStatus -SearchApplication $ssa -Text
# Monitor Index split operations for new index component (verify name is IndexComponent3)
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Get-SPEnterpriseSearchStatus -SearchApplication $ssa -Healthreport -Component IndexComponent2 | ? {
($_.name -match "repart") -or (
$_.name -match "splitting") } | ft -AutoSize Name, Message
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# ONCE REPLICAS ARE COMPLETE DELETE OLD INDEX COMPONENT FROM CUS1
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Clone Again
$ssa = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchServiceApplication
$active = Get-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Active
$clone = New-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -SearchApplication $ssa -Clone –SearchTopology $active
# Get component list to find NAME of old Index component on CUS1
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchStatus -SearchApplication $ssa
# Remove old Index Component (verify name is IndexComponent1")
Remove-SPEnterpriseSearchComponent -Identity "IndexComponent1" -SearchTopology $clone -confirm:$false
# Activate clone Again
Set-SPEnterpriseSearchTopology -Identity $clone
#Check topology - all components and Index should now be on SCH1/2
Get-SPEnterpriseSearchStatus -SearchApplication $ssa
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# ALL DONE
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Resources and additional links
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library, hpe.com/info/ra
HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server, hpe.com/info/dl380
HPE StoreVirtual 3200 storage, https://jrit-offers.ext.hpe.com/eu/en/storage/storevirtual-3200.html#offers
HPE Sizers for Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016, hpe.com/info/sizers
HPE Services, hpe.com/services
HPE and VMware, hpe.com/partners/vmware
HPE Networking, hpe.com/networking
HPE Servers, hpe.com/servers
HPE Technology Consulting Services, hpe.com/services/consulting.html
Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016 on Microsoft TechNet, https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc303422(v=office.16).aspx
HPE Reference Architecture for Microsoft SharePoint Server 2016 on HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen9 and HPE StoreVirtual 3200,
http://h20195.www2.hpe.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=a00003729enw
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